Web Handling equipment
- Components
- Systems
- Sub Systems
• Web Handling equipment
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• Anti-wrinkle systems
  – WrinkleSTOP® NO-BOW anti-wrinkle rolls
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• FOX TrimAway® pneumatic trim systems
  – Edge trim removal
  – Matrix removal
  – FOX Runner portable system
  – Components
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• Shaft Holders
  – Safety Chucks
  – Simplok™ hinged shaft holders
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  – Overhead systems
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• Unwind and rewind stands
• Slitting stations
• Nip roll stations
• Accumulators
• Dancer rolls
• Electrically heated rolls
Thank you!!!

Converter Accessory Corporation
201 Alpha Road
Wind Gap PA 18091
www.converteraccessory.com
800-433-2413, 610-863-6008 telephone
800-709-1007, 610-863-7818 fax